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Presentation Notes
This video is part of the PASS project



Random forest (rF) 

rF overview 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation will be an overview of random forest analysis



Challenge of H-D data 
Many variables 

 

Many cases 

 

Different data types 

 

Missing data 

 

Traditional statistics 

 

“big data” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenge of Highly Dimensional or H-D data	Many variables : the dataset has a lot of variables, arranged in columns	Many cases : the dataset has a lot of observations or cases, arranged in rows		These days we refer to data like these as “big data”	There are different data types : look at decimal values, binary, integers, true false, etc	There is missing data : we might have to drop rows and waste data	Traditional statistics : not ideal for so many variables, mixed types and missing dataA BIG PROBLEM : understanding the variables that are most important in making predictions



What is “random forest”? 
You can only see the forest by looking at the trees 

 

Machine learning 

 

Varied applications 

 

Big data 

 

Outputs 
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Presentation Notes
To overcome some of the challenges of highly dimensional, big data : Machine learning methods have become really popularMachine learning : Random Forest is a particular kind of machine learningVaried applications : you have probably been exposed to machine learning without knowing it, e.g., google and amazon web searchesBig data : rF is perfectly suited to analyse big data by breaking up the analysis into many smaller units randomly (we will look at that shortly)Outputs : the main outputs are to identify the variables that are most important to single out for further analysis (you can also make predictions concerning groups of variables)



Recursive partitioning 

How does random forest work? 
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Presentation Notes
Random forest works through “recursive partitioning” of the data, which samples subsets of the data many timesWe are usually interested in a variable you want to predict (a dependent variable)We typically make a large number of small decision tree, based on values associated with the dependent variableThis might be looking at a few rows and just a few variables at a time, iterativelyWe can see what that looks like on the next slide



How does random forest work? 

Complicated model Simple models = “trees” 

tree 1 

tree 2 

tree 3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The complicated model represents many variables and a complicated overall pictureWith random forest, we manage this complicated problem by breaking it up into smaller, simple decision treesEach tree is a subset of the data



How does random forest work? 
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Presentation Notes
For example, if the randomly chosen variables for a given tree were ageThe tree might look like this here tree



How does random forest work? 
tree 1 tree 2 tree n … 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this way we are drilling down and exploring different parts of the space of the entire datasetEach iteration generates a series of predictions for each single treeWe end up with an averaged set of predictions for all the trees, i.e., the forest



What can we learn? 
  

Identify important variables 

 
Variable importance ranking 

 

Conditional inference trees 
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Presentation Notes
Thus, we can learn several things1, 2, 3We can also go on and make predictions about a dependent variable  (e.g. if we have a lot of data where the outcome is not measured)
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Presentation Notes
This presentation will be an overview of random forest analysis



Role of rF in PASS 
 

Identify important variables 

 

Rank variable importance 

 

Identify how important variables differ 

 

Conditional inference trees 
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Presentation Notes
We used random forest analysis to do several specific things in the PASS Project



Role of rF in PASS 
 

Identify important variables 
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Presentation Notes
We identified a number of key variables in our rF analysisThe first 7 here we used for further analysisSuspend was excludedInstitution and Programme were used to subdivide the data for detailed analysis



Role of rF in PASS 
 

Rank variable importance 

Programme Name 
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Presentation Notes
This is the first type of importance graphTalk through the axis meaningsWe use this type of importance graph to look at average importance across institutions and the variance in importance



Role of rF in PASS 
 

Identify how important variables differ 

  

by institution 
  

 

by programme 

University Name 
Programme Name 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the second type of importance graphThe axes are the same as the previous graphWe use this graph to look at specific patterns of variable importance for a particular institution and programme



Role of rF in PASS 
 

Conditional inference trees 
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This presentation will be an overview of random forest analysis



Importance graphs 
 

 

Rank variable importance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used random forest analysis to do several specific things in the PASS Project
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Presentation Notes
We used random forest analysis to do several specific things in the PASS Project



Importance graphs 
 

Rank variable importance 
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Presentation Notes
We used random forest analysis to do several specific things in the PASS Project
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This presentation will be an overview of random forest analysis



CI trees 
 

Conditional inference trees 
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An overview of CI trees



CI trees 
 

Conditional inference trees 

  
Programme name 
University name 

Qualify: I = 0, j = 1, k = unk 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A key to CI tree figures



CI trees 
 

Conditional inference trees 

  Programme name 
University name 
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A simple CI tree



CI trees 
 

Conditional inference trees 

  Programme name 
University name 
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A more complicated CI tree
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